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Stephen Gill’s The Coexistence: Beyond Boundaries      

Dr. Shobha Diwakar 

  “… in an age when several governments possess or inevitably soon will 
possess the capacity to destroy all civilization it is essential never to forget that 
now, more than ever before, fundamental and overriding purpose of sound 
statesmanship  must be conciliation, and the creation of good-will between  
peoples.” (Pearson) 

The foregoing statement partly conveys in a nutshell what the novel The Coexistence is 
all about and which firmly establishes Gill as one of the finest voices of the post modern 
intellectual literary world. My paper  seeks to present Gill’s worldwide views and passion 
for peace and tolerance to save this planet from the throes of a Third World War. As a 
progressive writer with a far- fetched vision of this power lust crazy world, Gill gives 
vent to his stressed up feelings in simple colloquial words to express how all the nations 
of the world can strike coordination among themselves with sound and wholesome 
policies on a united front to erase the fear of everyday terrorism and the diminishing 
authority of moral values. Gill feels that the problem lies in the fact that there is “… No 
effective global legal system [because of which], the village [global] is drifting towards 
political, economic and social anarchy. “(180)” 

Stephen Gill, the renowned Poet Laureate,  also an essayist, critic, novelist and a short 
story writer is an Indo- Pak- Canadian eminent writer and a winner of numerous national 
and international awards whose latest novel The Coexistence has hit the headlines for its 
exhaustive and very timely warnings presented with historical facts about the sorrowful 
and tense plight into which the world has been hurled because of fear and rivalry and the 
armed race to overpower and dominate.   

The text primarily deals with the problems of intolerance and aggression as revealed 

through the character of Raghu (Gill personified), through whom many unadorned aspects of 

human life are brought to light. Even as Gill preaches the doctrine of “Live and Let Live” as the 

24th Jaina Thirthankar Mahavira enunciated  ages back in the 6th century B.C., the novelist 
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restlessly observes the darkness which surrounds this seamy world of today. The book provides a 

deep insight into international affairs, terrorism, religious fanaticism, the past and present threats 

of war and its aftermath, the role of the UN, multiculturalism, racial and cultural conflicts, and a 

host of other burning issues, such as stale political ideologies, environmental pollution, the 

reducing natural resources, the threat of nuclear armaments and nuclear reactors, problems of the 

Third World countries, border disputes between India, Pakistan and China, immigration policies, 

problem of work visas and the politics of discrimination on the basis of color giving rise to 

unemployment and an abundance of  other sensitive  issues that have clutched the world. Though 

the novel is set in Canada and India and the characters emerge from them, the problems narrated 

are not restricted to these two countries alone. In fact these are prudent problems that need to be 

pried into very searchingly for they affect all the people of the world. 

     Raghu , the spokesman of the story, is a distraught character who struggles to earn his 

living in Canada that is torn with concealed racism. His many trials in life set him upon many 

journeys till he meets a couple of Indian immigrants and some immigrant women with whom he 

has a long discussion on many turbulent issues. It is through him that Gill presents a detailed 

visual picture of this chaotic world scampering ahead in all directions but torn apart by insipid 

political ideologies, rivalries on petty issues of territorial rights within and outside the nation, 

religious controversies, racial and cultural differences, because of which immigrants are forced 

to suffer. This is revealed when Raghu and Akram exchange their views about the lonely life of 

immigrants in Canada and refers to Asians as “Desi”. When Raghu questions him about this 

term, Akram tells him that immigrants from India and Pakistan are referred to as Desi. He then 

says “Our Desi people don’t mix with the whites. They cannot because of their inferiority 

complex “(34)”.However Krishna expresses a different opinion when he says that the reason why 

the whites and Asians do not mingle is not because of social discrimination but “language may 

be one barrier” “(34)”. Whatever may be the reasons but the fact remains that people remain 

divided over some such unimportant issues that create communication gaps which further draw 

them apart. Gill feels if travels to different parts of the world are easily permitted for education 

or for the purpose of cultural exchanges this problem can be solved to a great extent. 
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enough natural resources to take care of everyone if they are distributed fairly. It 

is Gill’s broad vision  and travels to different parts of the world that help him to visualize 

a world – a microcosm, where humanity is being constantly shattered to pieces like 

broken pieces of glass by terrorist attacks, bomb blasts, rapes, murders and suicides. Gill 

states that since man is a social animal he cannot survive without the company of others 

therefore it is necessary that he discards the robe of loneliness and establishes 

communications with others to bridge the gap or else will suffer like Prabha who 

commits suicide, Mrs. Butler who seeks Raghu’s friendship, and Mrs. Patterson who is 

“terribly afraid of loneliness in old age” “(211)”. Another such lonely woman is Queen of 

Sheba.  Raghu (Gill) rightly states,  “Forced isolation or loneliness is not natural….The 

fire breathing monster of [their] loneliness controls their creative energy to be replaced 

with agony…Fear is the most destructive force of the mind that causes stress… and even 

suicidal tendencies” “(210)”.  Gill feels that establishing relationships is the only manner 

by which humans can save themselves from living a stagnant life. Candidly, Gill 

perceives a ruptured world order where human relationships have zeroed. 

     Gill’s arguments do not end with Prabha’s death. The discussions move on in 

different directions and he rests his perceptive eyes on the powerful nations of the world 

and pleads, do away with animosity, build ties and settle disputes amicably before the fire 

of hatred burns everything up, stop the loot and plunder of natural resources. Gill argues 

“… The global village needs an authority in the form of a democratically elected 

parliament of nations for the limited world resources to be distributed ….The world has 

enough natural resources for everyone….It is also a question of justice” “(220)”.Gill 

asserts no one should forget that this plunder of mineral wealth will sooner or later in the 

near future deplete national power and leave the progeny in a state of miserable mess. He 

reminds the muscle powers about the tragic situation after the Wars about the rationing of 

food (which continues even today), the rising petroleum prices, unemployment problems, 

the bursting population growth, and the constant drug abuses that refrain control. 

Somewhere down the line the entire problem rests with militant fears, and political strife.  

     Since the latter problems are on the rise, Gill reminds the leaders of the world 

about the harrowing plight of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the two  Japanese towns that were 

bombed to establish peace’. But did this horrendous event really establish peace? (194)” 
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Or has it led the world to compete in the race to build nuclear reactors and join nuclear 

warfare to which Gill refers to as the “Robots of Lucifer?” In the following pages of the 

book Gill continues to describe how “fatal heat ”and “radiation” emitted from these 

“nuclear robots” will blind humans and animals “(188-189)”. Writing about the toxic 

effects of plutonium which is used for nuclear reactors and its deathly effect on public 

health, Gill demands that this lethal practice must be stopped immediately because no one 

wishes to “create a republic of reptiles” with this “nuclear madness”. Gill argues that the 

only manner in which peace can be established in this world is by adopting the doctrine 

of “Live and Let Live” and “Parliament of Nations” He admonishes the world powers 

that   “The global village does not need nuclear reactors, not even for peaceful 

purpose”…. “The    goal of religion is to let every human live in peace through 

reconciliation…. World peace requires intensive efforts for communication among 

nations relating to religious, trade and other practices. Mutual respect is the key to 

coexistence….” (195-232) By demanding the right to live peacefully and avert war Gill 

shares his views with The Duke of Wellington who once observed “…if you had seen 

one day of war, you would pray to Almighty God , that you might never again see an 

hour of war” (qtd Diwaker 51). The great poet Matthew Arnold likewise stated in Light 

Of Asia ‘‘How is it that man who prays for mercy, is himself not merciful towards other 

fellow-beings?”  (qtd Diwaker58). 

     Turning over the pages of history no one can forget the mental tragedy that the 

returning war veterans suffered from World War 11, who even to this day have not rid 

themselves of the horrors of killing and treading upon dead bodies deprived of their torso. 

Gill rightly states how war affects the lives of individuals “(194). Gill’s own tortured 

experiences of war during the Partition of India numb him even today. In each of the 

Prefaces appended to his books whether it is the epic  the Flame or  his collection of 

poems Shrine,  Gill records those days of terror when as a child, he witnessed the 

macabre killings of men women and children on the altar of venomous religious hatred. 

Gill narrates how the “iceberg of intolerance… destroyed the ship of prosperity and 

security by dividing India and how “Thousands of women were forcefully converted to 

another religion and thousands of them were raped”. The treachery did not stop here for if 

any onlooker protested he was instantly killed and those who escaped remained 
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psychological victims for the rest of their lives. Gill feels disgusted when he writes 

“Women had become silent victims in the civil war that was based on religious frenzy 

[and how] …Their bodies became territories where males used their aggressive impulses” 

“(6&7). It was these demented degradations of life that compelled people to migrate to 

Canada, the country which “opened its doors” since its “own population was almost zero” 

and the country “needed skilled and semi skilled workers” and so writes Gill, the doors 

were opened “for the victims of cultural tensions” “(7).  

     By portraying this gruesome picture of mutual hatred and turning over the 

pages of history Gill’s keen perception of historical facts presents him as a conscious 

realist who delves into the deep recesses of the human mind and its conflicts and on one 

hand while he is affected by the numerous political discords he witnesses around him in 

this global village. On the other hand, he is not unconscious of the fact that the world is 

constantly heading towards its own destruction, for which Gill blames the political 

leaders. Gill writes “Leaders or misleaders all over the globe have been creating a toxic 

environment which is the result of fundamental ugliness of war preparedness, the 

inclusive walls of prestige and the greed to make money. The nerve –wrecking climate 

they produce nourishes enemies within and around the country” “(266).  Gill is also not 

unconscious of the fact that despite progress India still has not been able to rid itself of 

prejudices, including  “religious, provincial, color and economic prejudices” (263-64). 

    Gill’s mind constantly flows backwards and forwards as he is unable to forget 

his own struggle against religious fanaticism, which he says is the prime reason for 

sardonic murders and sarcastically sneer over the indignity of the loss of human life. 

These are no petty issues that rattle the author’s sensitivity as he concentrates his gaze 

upon this distorted world which stands divided and where people live in constant fear. He 

notices how humans are  tearing the world apart and how humans have  turned into a wild 

animals. The novelists  calls them the “Agents of Lucifer” or “maniac messiahs”. He 

believes that it  is time for all the nations to stand united, holding the olive branch and 

derail the intentions of these corrupt maniacs. The Coexistence, thus becomes a clarion 

call for world leaders to come together and “…declare the armed conflict illegal, starting 

from banning nuclear weapons to make the  future safer for our children and our 

children’s children” because the outcome of such a war would be the complete 
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annihilation “of the civilization of today as it had annihilated the civilization of Atlantis” 

“(198)”. 

 

     The Coexistence does not glorify war, stale political ideologies, internal or external 

conflicts that can be solved by bridging the gulf of personal or national animosity. Gill does not 

offer solace to those who are corrupt and morally degraded, such as the “Agents of Lucifer”, who 

according to the Bible refers to Satan (also called Lucifer), who brought about the Fall of Man. 

In Milton’s Paradise Lost,  Satan / Lucifer, is hurled down from heaven into burning Hell for 

having challenged God. Modern day Lucifer( s) are not only those who commit terrorist attacks 

and bomb blasts but also those who indulge in the manufacturing of horrendous armaments like 

nuclear weapons and reactors that within a second can devour and swallow up this entire planet. 

Gill warns how America, Russia, Britain, France and China can launch attacks with the “push of 

a button” and that just “the US and Russia possess enough explosives to annihilate each other 

several times over” (198). Bertrand Russell voiced the same view when he wrote that the “use 

and abuse of power is a question very much to the fore in this century of dictators, concentration 

camps and mass murders. For, unfortunately those who are powerful are not always humane or 

wise.” He continues in the same vein as Gill contemplates, “It is not ultimately by violence that 

men are ruled, but by the wisdom of those who appeal to the common desires of mankind for 

happiness, for inward and outward peace, and for the understanding of the world in which by no 

choice of our own we have to live” (67&68). Both Gill and Russell agree that any sort of 

discrepancy or discrimination on any issue be it religious, political, cultural, economic, social, 

national or international undermines happiness and creates barriers that spell ruin for mankind. 

     As Gill turns his eyes in all directions of the world, he comprehends there is 

restlessness and fear writ large among the nations, among the people, among political parties and 

among races and cultures. Unfortunately political and religious discords have shredded 

understanding to pieces and the chasm of differences has grown deeper than before. This fear of 

life and security compels man to suspect the intentions of political leaders who deploy mean 

tricks on the innocent voters to win elections. In order to do away with these petty fox like tricks,  

Gill pleads that the one and only way in which issues, such as this can be solved, is by adopting  

non-violence/ Ahimsa, and the Jaina Doctrine of “Live and Let Live”, as a way of life.   
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H.G. Wells also wrote long back that in order to survive the traumas of the last war we 

should live harmoniously (117). 

     Since modern Lucifer(s), with their fox-like cunningness, have established a reign of 

terror and feel that it is their duty to usher in a radical and paradigmatic change around the world 

by establishing the superiority of their religion which instigates them to commit Jihad, it is 

necessary to curb, terminate and overpower this cancerous virus from flourishing vehemently in 

this environment. For this , it is necessary , says Gill to promote multiculturalism that will help 

people to intermingle and encourage them to live peacefully with each other and avert social 

injustices in any form. Rather than destroy trust and respect it is better to reinforce relationships 

and work on a united front to secure long lasting peace and prosperity. 

     Narrating the aftermath of the two World Wars, Gill presents a candid picture of the 

global world, caught in the dilemma of a ship between Scylla and Charybdis. There seems to be 

no end to militant attacks, bomb blasts, landmine explosions, the naxalite problem in India, apart 

from its territorial problems with Pakistan and China, and natural disasters like the tsunami 

which burst the nuclear reactor in Japan and caused havoc in Southern India, besides the threat of 

the melting of the glaciers. These evil forces, along with the wrath of Heaven, provoke 

intellectual minds to contemplate seriously upon these issues amidst the severe loss of spiritual 

values. The religious maxims that once titillated the senses, now forgotten, ring the knell for 

humanity to gratify the whims of “maniac messiahs”. The supreme conquest of scientific 

discoveries and inventions have taken control of human life and ushered its doom. Bertrand 

Russell calls them “engines of war” “(90)”. 

      Gill states that after the Second World War, The United Nations Organization was 

established as was The League of Nations, with a view to promote peace and prosperity. 

However, since some powerful nations hold the right to veto and because all the nations of the 

world are not members of the UN, the organization does not have the supremacy to decide on the 

internal discords of a country. In order to instigate reforms, Gill suggests that there should be a 

Parliament of Nations / world government/,a super authority on the international front to settle 

disputes amicably on the basis of arbitration, which would help to curb the satanic spirit of 

selfish political leaders who prefer to keep the people divided and rule for their own benefits. 
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Long ago this view was also expressed by H. G. Wells who stated “We stand at another of the 

great cross-roads of history; either we take the wrong turn here and destroy ourselves with a third 

and last world war, or we surrender our national sovereignties and live harmoniously under a 

world-government” “(117). The satanic spirit of these malcontent “maniacs” can only be bridled 

when such an authority is formed. Such “maniac messiahs” suffer from neurosis that restrains 

from doing goodness towards humanity. Like Faustus, they seem to have sold their soul to the 

Devil, Mephistopheles, to be finally dragged to Hell, and not to Heaven as they presume. It is a 

pity that these religious skeptics have discarded their humanism  to fulfill their ulterior motives. 

     Gill strongly feels that the real cause of these nefarious activities may lie in 

despondency, the tortures of a harassed environment, a broken family, unemployment, poverty, 

lack of education, the craving to be loved and draw attention and to be accepted simply as a 

human being and not a social outcast. Unpleasant memories and an unfulfilling environment 

often converts man, the social animal into man, a vicious animal of which Victor Hugo’s Les 

Miserable’s dramatized version The Bishop’s Candlesticks is a fine example. Therefore Gill 

asserts that it is better to build relationships through communication rather than suffer from 

loneliness for which it is necessary to cross boundaries and define them to ease tensions. It is 

with this aim in mind that Gill lays stress on the theory of “Live and let Live” enunciated by 

Lord Mahavira, the 24th Jaina Thirthankara in the 6th B.C. and followed by the Buddha, a later 

contemporary. The maxim is “Jiyo Aur Jeene Deo” (Live and Let Live), and “Ahimsa” or non-

violence,”which he states to be the ‘dharma’ or religion of every human being. The precept is “ 

Ahimsa Parmo Dharma” according to which doctrine “no one must kill nor hurt any being nor 

eat any animal flesh…. Nor is one to cut a living plant with a blade” (Campbell 195). S.C. 

Diwaker in his book Religion and Peace writes that keeping in view Lord Mahavira’s doctrine of 

“Live and Let Live” and “Ahimsa”  “If the scientists think humanly with noble minds they can 

change the tragic trends of their researches into such forms as may remove suffering and give 

solace to the entire humanity “(3) Julian Huxley endorses the same view when he observes “The 

need of the day is the emergence of a more highly developed religion… [that] would be based on 

a sense of reverence for life and a belief in the almost infinite possibilities of human 

development” (Diwaker 3). All these learned men express the ideals of morality and the sanctity 

of life; the surrender of evils like violence, cruelty and hatred. Voltaire, Tolstoy and Bernard 
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Shaw were much influenced by the doctrine of ahimsa and condemned killing of animals, which 

according to them enhanced animal passions. Voltaire declared “….What can be more 

abominable than to feed constantly on corpses” “(27)”. Pythagoras’ remarks about ahimsa are 

significant. He says “Take not away the life you cannot give / For all have an equal right to live”. 

Swami Vivekanand commenting on the abuse of religious interpretations said “Religions of the 

world have become lifeless mockeries. What we want is character. To be and to do good, that is 

the goal of religion” (Diwaker 15).              

     All these virtuous maxims are therefore the only befitting means of human survival. In 

a nutshell they specify the need for the world today to adopt cooperative policies that will unite 

rather than disunite the global world. Gill asserts that only a symbolic symbiosis can help in the 

reconstruction of society and that no one should forget the fall of Great Empires like Rome, 

Greece, Athens, Egypt, Assyria or Persia ( in the past), or Russia, the once upon a time super 

power overcome by the US, and Japan now dominated by China in the global market. What Gill 

advocates is that friendly foreign policies will help safeguard the interests of the weaker and 

neighboring countries. 

     Like T.S. Eliot who was terrified of the consequences of the Second World War, Gill 

is  terrified of the disasters that will occur if there is a Third World War. Gill’s The Coexistence 

and The Flame are eye openers that voice the future calamities, just as Eliot’s The Wasteland is.  

The spiritual chaos spread round has emptied the hearts of men who are in search of a straw to 

clutch and hold for support. Just as Gill is worried about the times ahead, Lord Avebury  was 

tense about what the future would hold. He wrote “In fact we never now have any real peace; we 

live practically in a state of war…. We cannot, alas! prevent war, but we may at least throw our 

weight into the scale of peace, endeavour ourselves to maintain friendly relations with foreign 

nations, treat them with courtesy, justice and generosity” (71-72). Though Avebury and Gill 

plead for unity and good relationships, yet while Avebury feels that war is inevitable, Gill is 

more optimistic and feels good communication skills, a Parliament of Nations and a World legal 

authority can avert this disaster. 

     Presenting further arguments, Gill asserts that in this age of multicultural and global 

advancement, it is important that the “self made walls of cultural isolation [are] bulldozed” and 
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that fear and despair can only be overcome when inter-racial, inter-religious and inter-cultural 

barriers are uprooted. When the super imposed ego or “aham” (Id) is merged in the stream with 

“collective consciousness”, a new culture or civilization will emerge which can lead to a 

“holistic evolution” and can help sabotage the “muscles of terrorists” “(145)”. History records 

that more people have died in religious wars than the ones who died in all the wars put together 

“(148)”. Since Gill believes that war is “a crime against humanity, the best way to stay away 

from controversial issues is to turn aside from “the spirit of revenge” (153&151). 

     Another important reference Gill draws the reader’s attention is towards abstaining 

from producing crime featured films and publishing crime fiction, which according to the author 

instigates the young to follow indiscriminate objectives. Though Gill is not wrong in what he 

states, nevertheless it seems to be an impossible task to undertake, yet, efforts can be taken to 

exhibit less violence on the screen or better still ban such movies on the TV even though it is 

meant for entertainment. Gill does blame the film producers as well as the media and the 

politicians for leading people astray by raising discords. Gill feels unless these malpractices are 

discarded,  democratic  values will die a slow and painful death. History records that the French 

Revolution was triggered for the rights of the common man who remained chained, while those 

who won the election soon forgot their promises and the democratic ideals for which the 

Revolution was fought. 

     Gill is firm in his belief that peace can be established in this global village by the 

efforts put together by every nation to free this world of concealed Lucifer (s), by instituting a 

central authority on the global front, which will not only instill Hope but also give assurance that 

the world would be dispelled of fear (178-!79). All that is required is the urge and the willingness 

for peoples of the world to come together and work in this direction. Although Gill is a Canadian 

citizen, an Indo –Pak Diaspora, he claims to be a World citizen. He is in fact a prophet of peace, 

a humble humanitarian, whose own terrible experiences of the Partition of India, impulsively 

motivate him to seek peace, promote peace, and cultivate ethical values and moral codes of 

behavior towards one and all, not on the basis of color, creed or race, but on the trust of being, 

fellow human beings. 
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      Thus Gill’s creative genius crosses all social, cultural, racial, national, international 

and literary boundaries as he perceives the helpless state into which the world has or seems to 

have fallen and  which has made man a puppet in the hands of “Lucifer(s) and “maniac 

messiahs”; the muscle men of politics  and who is fearfully surrounded and overpowered by 

natural calamities. The sword of Damocles now hangs above humans to spell doom. Lust for 

power, wealth and material gains has made us Macbeths,  while the world leaders, like Hamlet 

procrastinate, others  like Othello are ready to avenge, while some others like Brutus are ready to 

stab from behind like cowards. The Tempest is being raised but unfortunately there is no one to 

cause  reconciliation. The world looks up to the spiritual teachings of the great masters like 

Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Dr. RadhaKrishnan , Aurobindo, Vivekananda, Tagore, besides a host 

of others that dreamt of a world blessed with the goodness of human values  to “Live and Let 

Live”. In this expression of faith in humanity and the idea of spreading ‘good will towards man, 

Gill simply asserts what Davies frankly writes: “Man should not forget his own limitation for 

one is born of dust and to dust he must return” “(Intro. 12)”  
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